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....प्रनतवािीगण /Respondent
Date of Hearing
Date of Decision

:
:

04.10.2021/28.10.2021/29.10.2021
05.10.2021/28.10.2021/29.10.2021

File No.
CIC/MCULT/A/2020/116107

RTI
01.11.2019

CIC/MCULT/A/2020/116106

01.11.2019

CIC/MCULT/A/2020/116109

01.11.2019

CIC/MCULT/A/2020/116112

01.11.2019

CPIO
Not on
Record
Not on
Record
Not on
Record
Not on
Record

FA
08.02.2020

FAO
Not on Record

08.02.2020

Not on Record

08.02.2020

Not on Record

08.02.2020

Not on Record

ORDER
FACTS
The Appellant vide his RTI application sought information on 07 points, as under:-

etc.
Dissatisfied due to non-receipt of any response from the CPIO, the Appellant
approached the FAA. The order of the FAA, if any, is not on the record of the
Commission. Thereafter, the Appellant filed a Second Appeal before the Commission
with a request to provide correct and complete information.
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HEARING:
Facts emerging during the hearing:
The following were present:
Appellant:The appellant attended the hearing.
Respondent: The respondent Shri Wachspati Pandey, BLII attended the hearing.
The Appellant reiterated the contents of the RTI application and submitted that the
reply from the Department was not received to him. The appellant further informed
that the digitization of Manuscripts of National Mission for Manuscripts (NMM) was a
fully Government funded project to Institute. Further, the respondent stated that the
report of NMM for the year 2017-18 pp (55-56) is categorically stated that the NMM has
digitized the required information. The appellant also submitted that the information
asked for is held by a non-government organization but substantially financed by the
funds for a project by the Government.
The Respondent present during the hearing informed the Commission that the BLII is a
Private Institute and it’s a non-governmental organization and not funded either
directly or indirectly by the Government. The respondent further submitted that BLII is
not a Public Authority as per RTI Act. Hence, it is not covered by theRTI Act.
INTERIM DECISION:
Keeping in view the facts of the case and the submissions made by the appellant, and
the documents available on record, the Commission observes that the Notice of Hearing
was not sent to the CPIO, National Mission for Manuscripts by the Registry. Therefore,
in the interest of justice, the matter is adjourned to 28.10.2021 at 12.10 pm. The
Commission further directs the Registry of this Bench to issue a fresh notice to all the
parties in the matter.
HEARING on 28.10.2021:
Facts emerging during the hearing:
The following were present:
Appellant: The appellant attended the hearing.
Respondent: The respondent Shri Wachspati Pandey, BLII attended the hearing. The
respondent from NMM was not present despite notice.
The Respondent present during the hearing reiterated the submissions of the last
hearing and informed that the CPIO, NMM presence is mandatory in these matters.
However, the respondent from NMM was not present despite notice.
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INTERIM DECISION:
Keeping in view the facts of the case and the submissions made by both the parties,
and the documents available on record, the Commission observes that the respondent
from National Mission for Manuscripts (NMM) was not present despite notice. The
Commission, therefore, in the interest of justice, grants one last opportunity to the
CPIO, NMM, to enable him to make his submissions in the matter. Therefore,the
matter is adjourned to 29.10.2021 at 01.45 PM.
HEARING on 29.10.2021:
Facts emerging during the hearing:
The following were present:
Appellant:

The appellant attended the hearing.

Respondent: The respondents Shri Pratapanand Jha, Director, NMM, Shri Sanjay Monga,
CPIO, NMM and Shri Wachspati Pandey, BLII attended the hearing. The respondent from
VRI, IICI and BISM were not present despite notice.
The Appellant reiterated the contents of the RTI application and submissions, he said
he had earlier applied for getting the same information from the National Manuscript
Mission (NMM) via an earlier RTI application but the Honorable Commission in its order
denied him the information on the ground that the NMM and private institutes were
under a contractual agreement that though the NMM had digitized the manuscripts
owned by the institutes they won’t be able to share those manuscripts in public domain
without the institute’s permission.
While deposing in the hearing the Respondent, NMM, submitted that the Institutions
work independently under their respective management, as per their rules and
regulations. Further, NMM informed that it only helped these institutions in
Conservation, Cataloguing and Digitization of their collection of manuscripts and so had
no role in the decision-making process of these Institutions. The NMM also informed
that the Institutions are free to disseminate copies of digital manuscripts as per their
rules and regulations.
The Appellant countered the agreement saying that since the manuscripts were
digitized by the NMM at the expense of Government exchequer it was bound to share
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them in public domain for manuscript and heritage researchers like him in national
interest under the RTI law.
In response the NMM submitted that they had digitized around three lakh manuscripts
so far which was only three per cent of the total manuscripts belonging to the private
institutions and if they break the agreement between them and the private repositories
and share the manuscripts without their permission then the NMM would invite their
opposition and digitization work would suffer.
However, the NMM said that by persuading the institutions they had been able to put
30,000 of the total three lakh manuscripts on their website so far and were persuading
the repositories to allow themto share more. When queried by the commission that the
digitized manuscripts were a national property and when the NMM would be able to put
all the three lakh manuscripts in public domains for the benefit of the researchers the
respondent said it would take a long time and appealed to the commission not pass an
order that could obstruct the digitization work in future.
The Appellant stuck to his argument that as an Indology researcher he had the right to
access the manuscripts which had been digitized with government funds. He also said
that he had been trying to get access to the manuscripts since 2014 and had
approached the Commission only after all his efforts failed.

DECISION:
Keeping in view the facts of the case and the submissions made by both the parties and
also after perusing the documents available on record, the Commission observes that
these manuscripts, though belonging to Private Institutes, were digitized by the NMM at
the expense of the Public Exchequer. Moreover, the Commission also observes that the
said manuscripts are national property and the appellant is a Sanskrit Scholar who
wants the information for reasons of research and in the larger public interest. The
Commission further observes that the objective of the NMM’s digitization project for
which the Government is spending funds is to bring these centuries-old manuscripts
into the public domain for preserving the great heritage of our country. The
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Commission strongly observes that the manuscripts owned by the private institutes
were also a national property because the promoters of these institutes had started the
work of collecting and preserving the manuscripts for protecting the cultural heritage
of the nation. The Commission therefore appeals to the institutes to allow the NMM to
digitise not just all the manuscripts owned by them but also allow the NMM to put them
all in public domain.
The NMM is therefore directed to put in the public domain the three lakhs manuscripts
(according to the respondent) which it has digitized so far within a period of one year
from the date of receipt of this order. The NMM will file a progress report on the
matter to the commission after the completion of one year from the date of receipt of
this order.
Further, the commission directs the NMM to allow the appellant official access
(including downloading) of 30,000 manuscripts it has already put in public domain out
of the total 3 lakhs manuscript digitized so far. The second part of the order involving
the appellant may be executed in a span of 45 days from the date of receipt of this
order. The appellant will bear downloading cost which he had offered to bear during
the course of the hearing.
The Commission further observes the work of digitisation of private manuscripts is
going on at a slow speed and therefore directs the NMM to speed up the work of
digitisation in the larger interest of preservation of national heritage.

(Uday Mahurkar) (उियमाहूरकर)
(Information Commissioner) (सूचनाआयुक्त)
Authenticated true copy
(अभिप्रमाणितएवंसत्यापितप्रतत)
(R. K. Rao) (आर.के. राव)
(Dy. Registrar) (उप-पंजीयक)
011-26182598 / drtoic8@cic.nic.in
दिनांक / Date: 29.10.2021
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